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My Vision:  
My vision is for OH Theta to have an open, value-based culture. 

 

What is the “why”? 
I want to help create the best experience we can offer for every single member of our chapter. 

 

 

Steps, resources, & people needed to achieve vision:  
Goal #1: Work with BMS team to establish whom we should recruit by Sunday, July 22nd 

 Objectives: Set up a tentative list of values we look for and will abide by 

  Recruit a class of good men who fit our criteria and can be built into leaders 

 Base all decisions on our values to recruit quality men 

 Plan: Use our Sunday BMS meeting to discuss as a group our values 

  Have someone not on exec or committee write on the board 

  Establish what those values mean and look like 

  Set our standards and post them everywhere 

Goal #2: Work the halls to identify why our chapter is struggling and gain support by first chapter meeting of the 

semester on Tuesday, August 28th 

 Objectives: Talk with people in-house, out-of-house, who live in the dorms, who commute 

  Talk with people from a variety of majors 

  Get ideas from the top 10% and bottom 10% 

 Plan: Talk with everyone in-house before school starts 

  Use the week of before our first meeting and phone to contact others 

  Give people the chance to contribute 

  Have support by the first meeting 

  Talk with Exec and get them on board 

Goal #3: Set up a chapter-wide, “livable” set of values 

 Objectives: Get input from everyone; specifically ask quieter people 

  Get a solid list of values that people in our chapter want to live by 

  Make sure everyone is comfortable and can live with the values we establish 

 Plans: Group discussion of values and their importance 

  Have someone random write on our white board 

  Vote on values with sticky notes or note cards 

  Establish our standards and post them everywhere 

Goal #4: Relate everything that we do to the values we established and how they relate to “why” we perform 

certain tasks starting when we establish our values 

 Objectives: Get Exec on board with promoting and abiding by our values 

  Everything we do will have a greater purpose and meaning 

  Everything must fall inline with our chapter’s core values 

 Plans: Discuss at Exec the importance of maintaining this culture 

  Make our values outwardly visible when we involve ourselves in a group, organization, etc. 
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